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The main effect of turbulent atmosphere on the propagation of radiowaves is rapid variations in the
phase and amplitude of the signal. Tatarskii and Ishimaru have developed a well-known theory for
the propagation of radiowaves through turbulent layers, characterised by their structure constant
Cn2, the inner and outer scale. The variance of the amplitude and phase of the received signal is
calculated, for fixed earth-satellite and terrestrial links, assuming fully developed turbulence. Time
series of scintillation can be generated either on a statistical basis or by using multiple phase screens.
They are useful for the simulation of antenna tracking systems and fade mitigation techniques for
low availability systems. New communication and remote sensing systems however encounter some
difficulties: wideband communications with LEO satellites crossing the full troposphere in half an
hour, radio-occultation link crossing a very large turbulent zone, degradation of SAR precision due to
the presence of turbulence between the SAR and the ground surface… For these applications, a
time-space description of the turbulence is necessary and frozen turbulence hypothesis is not valid.
This paper briefly reviews the impact of turbulence on communication and remote sensing systems
and the classical simulation methods, stresses their limits and proposes improved solutions and
models.
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